
ON THE COAST ITRENDS 

Pantone Co or 
of 2017·Greenery 
Greenery symbolizes new beginnings and vitality by 
bringing the illusion ofnature indoors. 

ByJulie French 
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STYLE I KITCHEN & BATH 

-
.. 

5. Materials that mimic the look of marble, 
like porcelain tiles,are popular because they're 
versatile, and easy to install and maintain. 
...Porcelanosa's vast range of tiles feature a 
low water absorption rate and are highly 
resistant to damage,•says Eloy Selles, general 
manager, Porce1anosa, Anaheim. "'The Soul 
coUection is available in seve.n shades, and is 
suitable for wall and Aoor applications, high
traffic areas, showers and outdoor surfaces.,. 

6. Brassy fixtures and bold patterns pack a 
lot of punch in a small space. In this powder 
room StrickJer designed, a Martinique 
tropical banana leaf wallpaper pattern creates 
an outdoors-inside feel. The mirror and 
vanity are by Waten,orks. 

·For 2017, we will be seeing a lot more 
brass fixtures and hardw·.u-e, along with new 
quart7Jtes that look like concrete," says Robin 
Strickler of Design Works, Irvine. 

7. -[he era ofboring powder moms has come 
to an end! Change your powder room into a 
jewel box, a tiny space to impress and surprise 
your guests," says ASID President Elect 
Na-,.gol Seyedi. 

One of Seyedi's recent projects, this 
powder room features backlit quarttJte from 
Trendy Surfaces and vanity top with a mix of 
flattering warm and cool light. Ombre walls 
by local artist A Brush With Life enlarge 
the space, while the Italian cut crystal sink 
by MaestroBath becomes the focal point of 
the space. 
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